CULTURAL ROUTE
OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
Aims:
- Highlight and safeguard the heritage
consisting of the works of European
pedagogues.
- Make it accessible for a general audience
to teachers, educators, and every one
interested in pedagogy.
- Develop a European network of
stakeholders,
researchers,
emblematic
places and knowledge about those
pedagogies.

WHO WE ARE ?
HELOISE is an organisation gathering
left a strong mark. It aims at preserving
the pedagogical heritage and reviving
its memory by confronting it with
contemporary educational issues.

EUROPEAN
PEDAGOGUES ROUTE

Cultivate European values locally,
through cultural tourism and local
development: the value of childhood,
educability, democracy, tolerance and peace.

Discovering the pedagogical heritage

Acts:
Welcome people on each European site for
visits and meetings.
Provide knowledge about the pedagogues
in various European countries (archives, books,
research works…).

CONTACTS
www.pedagogues-heloise.eu/

Organise meetings gathering European
pedagogical sites in the form of conferences and
events suitable for all audiences.

contact.heloisepedagogues@gmail.com

Have those who wish for to join a network
enhancing peculiar pedagogical practices.

Facebook : association.heloise

All of those actions are carried out with the support

Twitter : @assoc_heloise

Maison de l’Europe / Association Héloïse
29, avenue de Villiers , 75 017 Paris, France

EUROPE AN
PEDAGOGUES
ROUTE

Ovide Decroly

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
-

The Ovide Decroly Foundation – Decrolyan Studies Circle,
located on the very place of Decroly’s school, provides
the public with numerous documents and items which
form this pedagogues’ theoretical and practical work.

work.

YVERDON

BRUXELLES

Grégoire Girard
Grégoire Girard Studies Circle is located in Freiburg, the
town where Girard founded his school. The Circle carries
tations.

FRIBOURG

Edouard Claparède, Adophe Ferrière
Jean-Jacques Rousseau Institute Archives retain the scirière, Alice Descœudres…) who left their mark on various

Edith et Paul Geheeb
The School of Humanity was founded by Edith and
Paul Geheeb. The school is still in operation and offers a holistic approach of education, close to nature.
It is based on Paul Geheeb’s motto: “Become who you
are”.

GENEVE
Hasliberg
Auguste Bébian
Abbé de l’Epée
Jean Itard

Élise et Célestin Freinet

Freinet Institute is located in the very school founded
by Elise and Célestin Freinet; it aims at preserving and
raising awareness about the peculiar pedagogy of this
school which receives numerous visitors and teachers
from all over the world.

Deaf is an historical centre about
deafness, where main pedagogues
such as l’Abbé de l’Epée, Massieu,
Clerc, Berthier and practitioners
as Dr Itard and Dr Ménière have
worked. It conserves various archives and still accommodates
young deaf from 3 to 20 years old.

VENCE

PARIS

Ramon Fuster
nya is an organisation about Ramon Fuster, promoter of
a Catalan democratic school. It is a centre for the defence
of the interests of the teaching profession in Catalonia
and organises courses and lectures.

BARCELONE

Model Schools in France in the 19th century. Trièves’ museum preserves all at once the history, the local heritage
and the relevance of this pedagogy.

MENS

